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Abstract—Effective management of emerging medical devices
can lead to new insights in healthcare. Thus, human body
communication (HBC) is becoming increasingly important. In
this paper, we present magnetic resonance (MR) coupling as
a promising method for the intra-body network (IBNet). The
study reveals that MR coupling can effectively send or receive
signals in biological tissue, with a maximum path loss of P L ≤
33 dB (i.e. at 13.56 MHz), which is lower than other methods
(e.g., galvanic, capacitive, or RF) for the same distance. The
angular orientation of the transmitter and receiver coils at short
and long distances also shows a minor variation of the path
loss (0.19 ≤ ∆P L ≤ 0.62 dB), but more dependency on the
distance (0.0547 dB/cm). Additionally, different postures during
the MR coupling essentially do not affect path loss (∆P L ≤
± 0.21 dB). In the multi-nodal transmission scenario, the MR
coupling demonstrates that two nodes can simultaneously receive
signals with -16.77 dBm loss at 60 cm and 100 cm distances,
respectively. Such multi-node MR transmission can be utilized for
communication, sensing, and powering wearable and implantable
devices.
Index Terms—Magnetic resonance coupling; magnetic communication; intra-body sensor network; wireless power transfer;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the evolution of the pacemaker in the 1950s [1],
subsequent decades have witnessed a significant development
of implantable medical devices due to the advancements in
integrated circuits, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS),
wireless systems, and battery technologies. Today, these implantable medical devices have led to new insights in ambulatory monitoring and automated diagnosis for many chronic
diseases [2], [3]. Briefly, the implantable medical devices
(IMDs) can operate in two different modes: (a) monitoring
disease related parameters and corresponding automated actuation to deliver medicine or physiological stimulation (i.e.,
closed feedback systems such as pacemakers, implantable
cardiac defibrillators, implantable neurostimulators, etc.), and
(b) monitoring physiological health parameters that are used
by doctors to recommend specific actions (i.e., change in
medication, avoidance of certain foods, etc.). For example,
in some chronic diseases or deficiencies in natural function of
organs, forming a therapeutic network of multiple sensors and
actuators inside the body can enable unprecedented management, e.g., overactive bladder control by a spinal cord neuromodulator based on the bladder pressure monitoring by an
implantable pressure sensor and urine volume monitoring by
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micro- electrode-mediated neural recording [4]–[6]; effective
pacemaker control via pH, oxygen, respiration, activity, and
drug infusion monitoring [7], [8]; or brain-computer interface
via an implantable micro-electrode array (where the number
of channels can be more than 100) [9].
In view of long-term and continuous monitoring, effective chronic disease management using implantable
medical devices requires long-term
and continuous operation; thus, an
intra-body network (IBNet) is becoming increasingly important, further spurred by the advances in ultralow-power electronics and communications [10]. Fig. 1 visualizes the
envisioned IBNet. It allows the transfer of data and energy among im- Fig. 1. Illustration of intrabody power/data transmisplantable hubs/sensors, as well as to sion network.
wearable device nodes (e.g., smartwatch). Although wireless RF technology has been heavily
researched [11], [12] for communication and energy transfer,
it suffers from poor transmission through biological tissue.
It also needs a relatively large antenna, which limits how
small the implantable devices can be and prevents implantation
in organs such as the brain, heart, and spinal cord without
causing significant damage. To overcome the shortcomings
of RF coupling, there are some alternative methods available
for intra-body communication. Depending on how the signal
is propagated, the methods can be classified into galvanic
coupling (GC) [13], [14], capacitive coupling (CC) [15], [16],
or magnetic induction/resonance coupling (MI/MR) [17]–[19].
The proposed magnetic resonance coupling is more efficient
within biological tissue due to lower path loss achieved by
employing the resonating behavior of the coils. It enables
transmitting at optimal power to a higher link distance. In
this mode of coupling, an electromagnetic signal is coupled
into the body using an electromagnetic coil and is tapped from
another part of the body using similar coils.
In this paper, we systematically compare three IBNet coupling methods in terms of path loss (section IV-A). We hypothesize that the MR coupling is the most suitable technology
for the IBNet since the magnetic permeability of the soft
tissue is similar to that for the air [20]. Then, we evaluate
different MR coupling combinations (section IV-B). We then
systematically evaluate MR coupling in different body parts
(section IV-C), angular misalignment between transmitter and
receiver (section IV-D), posture change (section IV-E), and
multiple receivers modes (section IV-F).

II. C OUPLING METHODS FOR IBN ET

Maity et al. [25] recently introduced a biophysical model
where the biophysical parameters (i.e., capacitance, resistance)
were estimated for subcutaneous human tissues to explain
the complex impedance characteristics of signal transmission
using capacitive coupling in the body.
In the capacitive coupling method, the signal flows capacitively through the body and the return signal is propagated
through the environment. The capacitive coupling from the onbody into the muscle experiences a significant signal loss, but
the signal flow inside the body does not experience much loss
and is mostly insensitive to the distance traveled [25]. However, the more recent work suggests substantial and varying
“shadowing effects” in various parts of the body [16] leading
to higher signal attenuation. These works speak of the “electroquasistatic” (EQS) effect to describe capacitive coupling operating at frequencies less than 10MHz. Additionally, due to
the weak nature of the received signal and high dependability
on the surrounding environment, capacitive coupling in IBNet
usually works at a short-range [26] making it unusable for use
with implantable/wearable devices at a longer distance.

In this section, we briefly review three standard signal
coupling methods for IBNet and human body communication
(HBC), which are galvanic, capacitive, and magnetic resonance (MR) coupling. Fig. 2 briefly illustrates their working
principle.

Fig. 2. Intra-body coupling methods: (a) galvanic coupling, (b) capacitive
coupling, and (c) magnetic resonance (MR) coupling and equivalent circuit.

A. Galvanic Coupling

C. Magnetic Resonance (MR) Coupling

The Galvanic HBC is the coupling of the signal to the
human body through a pair of electrodes in contact with the
skin to be used as a transmitter (Tx ) and a receiver (Rx ),
as shown in Fig. 2(a). When a differential signal is applied,
Tx couples the signal to the body by producing a primary
current flow and induces galvanic currents (secondary flow)
to the Rx . The working mechanism is extensively discussed
by Wegmuller et al.; he studies the influence of the electrode
size and human body joints on the channel for a stimulus input,
based on the position of the Tx and Rx , at different locations
on the body [21].
The galvanic coupling is dependent on the current flow
through the body. Since only a small fraction of the current
goes across the longer path from Tx(+) to Rx(+) (and back
from Rx(−) to Tx(−) ), it is generally not an energy efficient
coupling method as we show in section IV-A. Furthermore,
the relatively low conductivity of the human body may cause
rapid signal decays with the distance, resulting in large path
loss compared to other approaches [22]. On the positive
side, this method does not require an external ground, so it
is a reasonably suitable coupling method for wearable and
implantable devices.

The magnetic resonance coupling refers to the signal coupling between the Tx and Rx coils via magnetic flux as shown
in Fig. 2(c). The resonance frequency, which must
√be identical
for transmitter and receiver, is given by f = 1/2π LC, where,
L is the coil inductance, and C is the capacitance connected
in parallel with the coil. The resonance coupling ensures
maximum power/signal transfer which also enhances the link
distance through the body [19]. The Tx coil generates an
oscillating magnetic field that is coupled through the tissue
and can be received using an Rx coil placed at other places
on the body due to mutual inductance. The current in the Tx
coil dictates the mutual inductance (M21 ) with the Rx coil
and can be expressed as, M21 = N2 · φ21 /I1 , where N2 is the
number of turns of the Rx coil, and φ21 is the magnetic flux.
Suppose that the Tx coil has N1 turns, the current I1 through
the coil generates a magnetic field B1 , and the area covered
by the oscillating magnetic field is A1 . If two coils (Tx and
Rx ) are close to each other, some of the magnetic field lines
of Tx coil will also intersect the Rx coil. The resulting EMF
in the Rx coil with N2 turns is as follows:
e.m.f. = −N2

B. Capacitive Coupling

dφ21
d
= −N2 (B~1 · A2 )
dt
dt

(1)

Assuming that a is the radius of the coil, and z is the axial
distance from the center of the Tx coil, the magnetic field
strength at the receiver coil depends on the relative magnetic
permeability of the medium µr , and can be represented as:

The capacitive coupling (also known as electrostatic coupling) uses a pair of electrodes as Tx and Rx as shown
in Fig. 2(b). The signal electrodes are attached to the body
capacitively while the corresponding ground electrodes are
left floating, which creates a capacitance with the environment
(earth, air, or other objects in the surrounding). The capacitive coupling mechanism can be modeled as distributed RC
circuits [23]. Here, the operation frequency is low enough
for electrostatic analysis. However, as the frequency is scaled
above tens of MHz, the power radiated by electrodes increases.
A wave propagation model operating on the surface of a
human body was introduced by Bae et al. [24]. In addition,

~ = [µo µr N1 a2 I1 ]/[2(a2 + z 2 ) 23 ]
B

(2)

The benefits of this approach are twofold: 1) magnetic fields
travel freely through biological tissues, potentially enabling
much lower path loss than both galvanic and capacitive
HBC approaches; and 2) there are no requirements about
the surrounding environment since magnetic fields can be
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sensed without a reference. Thus, environmental effects and
variance with the human body are minimized. Both advantages
serve to reduce the overall power of communication in HBC
systems. To maximize communication distance and minimize
path loss, resonant coupling (as opposed to inductive coupling)
is employed, just like in resonant wireless power transfer
systems [27]. The transmitted energy stays primarily in the
magnetic near field, thereby limiting RF propagation and
broadcasting.

diameter), and commercially available chip inductor coil (15
nH, B82422, TDK-EPC Corp.) with corresponding capacitors
to create different resonance frequencies.
For the experiment with multiple MR receiver coils (section IV-F) to measure the received power, the voltages (V )
across the receiver MR coils were measured using a fourchannel oscilloscope (MSOX 3024T, Keysight Inc.), and the
received power was calculated using the formula, P (dBm) =
10 · log10 [P (mW )/1mW ], where, P (mW ) = V 2 /R, and R
is the probe resistance of the oscilloscope (1 M Ω). The
transmitter and receiver coils were covered by a specialized
magnetic shielding film (WMF200, Woremor) to minimize
magnetic interference from nearby electronic equipment and
over-the-air transmission [28]. The magnetic shield used in
this experiment has ≥ 40 dB electromagnetic attenuation for
the signal frequency range used in this study.
We also measured the magnetic flux density (Table I)
produced by the coils using a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ)
sensor (STJ-240, Micro Magnetics), combined with a Wheatstone bridge circuit and a high-speed digital multimeter (2700,
Keithley Instruments). The sensor works by changing its resistance when exposed to a magnetic field, which is converted
to magnetic flux density (µT). The ultra-sensitive response
of the sensor (1.15%/Oe) can be useful when measuring
weaker magnetic fields produced by smaller coils (i.e., MR
coil with chip inductor). The Wheatstone bridge provides a
more accurate reading of the unknown resistance values from
the sensor.

III. E XPERIMENT SETUP
A. Instruments
A two-port vector network analyzer (VNA; E5061B,
Keysight Tech.) was used to measure the S21 parameter, which
is the power transfer ratio between port 1 (Tx ) and port 2
(Rx ). To determine the signal attenuation (or path loss) of
galvanic and magnetic resonance couplings, we connected
electrodes (for galvanic) or coils (for MR) to the VNA. The
transmission frequency range was set between 500 kHz to
160 MHz, and the transmission power was maintained at
0 dBm (1 mW ) throughout the study. The measurement
device was carefully calibrated before each experiment to
ensure accurate measurements. Figs. 2 and 3 show different
coupling methods pictorially.
For the galvanic coupling experiments (section IV-A), each
Tx and Rx electrode consists of two half-circular (width =
1.6 mm, dia = 33.2 mm, thickness = 0.1 mm) conductive
copper sheets (positive and negative electrodes) forming a
ring with electrical isolation in the middle (same diameter
as the MR coils). The galvanic electrodes were attached
to the skin directly with bio-compatible polypropylene film
based pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) tape (ARseal 90880,
Adhesives Research) after applying the electrode gel (Spectra
360, Parker Laboratories) to increase the conductivity and
eliminate air gaps.
For the capacitive coupling experiments (section IV-A), each
Tx+ and Rx+ (positive) electrode was made using a conductive copper ring (width = 1.6 mm, dia = 33.2 mm, thickness =
0.1 mm) as shown in Fig. 3(b). Each Tx− and Rx− (negative)
electrode was connected to two separate copper sheets (10 cm
× 3 cm) and placed on insulated platforms 10 cm above the
ground to create ground coupling through ground capacitance.
The test subjects were also standing on an insulated platform,
1 cm above the ground. The polyimide insulated Tx+ and
Rx+ electrodes were attached to the forearms and created a
capacitive coupling with the body as shown in (Fig. 3(a)).
For the MR coupling experiments (section IV-A - IV-F),
we primarily used commercially available RFID coils (Zycoil
Electronic Co.) coupled with a capacitor as Tx and Rx . It is a
planar coil with 9.27 µH of inductance (made out of 10 turns
of 34 AWG, polyimide insulated copper wire, dia = 33.2 mm)
connected in parallel with a 14.86 pF capacitor, forming an
LC circuit with a resonance frequency of 13.56 MHz. The
capacitor values were varied on both Tx and Rx to create
resonance at different frequencies. We also used two other
MR coil pairs in this study (reported in section IV-B, Fig. 4)
which are hand-wound coil (950 nH, 26 AWG, 2 loops, 48 mm

B. Experimental protocol with human subjects
All experiments in this study were conducted on human volunteers. The experimental methods were approved by Temple
University’s institutional review board (IRB). Seven healthy
adult participants (5 males and 2 females) were selected for
the study (age between 21 and 65). The IBNet transmission
measurements were taken on all volunteers across different
body parts (i.e., hand, arm, chest, waist, thigh, calf, shoulder,
etc.) on a ground isolated platform while standing and in other
postures. Since the transmitted power was well below the
safety thresholds no adverse impacts were expected and the
subjects did not feel any effects during the experiments [29]–
[31].
C. Safety considerations
Unregulated exposure to non-static electromagnetic fields
over extended time may cause adverse health effects on
humans [31]. In this study, we strictly maintained the electrical
transmission power output at 0 dBm (1 mW ) from the
vector network analyzer. The maximum magnetic flux density
generated from the coils was below 1 µT (Table: I), well
under the reported safety threshold limit according to the IEEE
standard for safety levels with respect to human exposure to
magnetic fields [30] for our operating frequency range 500
kHz to 160 MHz. No sensation was reported throughout the
duration of this study as the transmitted power was too low to
be felt, cause any localized heating, or cause any absorption
by the tissue.
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IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

is similar to the propagation if it were in the air. However, the
MR coupling mode worked significantly better in the human
body, compared to that through the air, at the given distance
because the attenuation through the body is found to be significantly lower (20 ≤ P L ≤ 55 dB). It is attributed to the far field
components in the body favoring the intra-body transmission.
Recently, Park et al. [32] reported that such far-field effects
are observed due to the higher relative permittivity of human
tissue (εr ≈ 11 - 464 as compared to ≈ 1.0 in the air) [37].
The relative permittivity effectively reduces the wavelength
√
using the following equation, λm = λ/ εr , where λm is the
wavelength in the medium of relative permittivity εr [38]. For
example, the wavelength for a 13.56 MHz signal in the muscle
tissue (εr = 152) will be reduced to 1.8 meters from 22 meters.
Therefore, the near field region boundary (λm /2π) is reduced
in the tissue, and the far field radiation is enhanced, which
has a lower attenuation factor contributing to a significant
improvement in the transmission.

A. MR coupling vs. other coupling methods
In order to validate the MR coupling provides a better
signal transmission performance than other methods for IBNet,
we measured the channel gain (dB) using a pair of galvanic
electrodes, a pair of capacitive electrodes, and a pair of
MR coupling coils on the forearms of a human volunteer
(Fig. 3(a)). The probes (electrodes and coils) are shown in
Fig. 3(b). The distance between the probes through the body
was maintained at 60 cm. As for the MR coupling, we also
placed the MR coils at 60 cm distance in air (parallel to
each other) to observe the transmission performance in the
air. Using the VNA, we measured the channel gain (dB) from
500 kHz to 160 MHz. Fig. 3(c) shows that MR coupling in the
body demonstrated the highest channel gain at least up to 15
MHz, which is in a good agreement with the literature [19],
[32].

B. Performance comparison using different MR coils

Fig. 4. Three MR coil performance compared: (a) coil - 33.2 mm, (b) coil 48 mm, (c) coil - 2 mm, and (d) channel gain performance.

Fig. 3. (a) Tx and Rx probe placement on the body; (b) MR coil, galvanic
electrode, and capacitive electrode; (c) comparison of channel gain using
different coupling methods.

After confirming that MR coupling provides comparatively
better performance, we investigated how the coil design affects the signal transmission performance. Considering the
magnetic flux density, inductance, and mutual coupling factor,
we selected three different MR coils (Fig. 4(a-c)). For this
experiment, we set the resonance frequency for all coils at
13.56 MHz since we observed the least path loss at resonance
as shown in Fig. 3(c); it is also similar to the commercial RFID
coil. The design specifications for the coils are provided in
Table I). The Tx and Rx probes were placed in the forearms
of a human subject and covered by the magnetic shielding
films (Fig. 3(a)). The channel gain (dB) was measured from
500 kHz to 160 MHz. As shown in Fig. 4(d), the experimental
results show that the MR coil with the highest magnetic flux
density (33.2 mm coil) resulted in overall the best transmission
performance with the lowest transmission loss at the resonance
frequency. Although the majority of channel gain was near

However, as the frequency increases above ∼15 MHz, the
signal begins transitioning from magnetic induction to the
RF radiation [33], which experienced channel gain drops.
It is attributed to high water content in the human body (≥
60%) that blocks RF well (this is known as the shadowing
effect). This effect leads to a higher signal attenuation at high
frequency for RF signal in the body [34], [35]. However,
the higher frequency signal may also radiate through the air
instead of the body in form of electromagnetic (EM) waves.
This leads to some improvement in the gain after around 2535 MHz. It is even prominent around ≥ 60 MHz, where the
performance of all three methods is almost the same.
Human body tissues are dominantly diamagnetic and are
not affected by typical magnetic fields (µr ≈ 1) [36]. The
magnetic field from the coils that propagates through the body
4

the resonance frequency, the MR coils also showed an improvement in the higher frequency region (≥ 25 MHz), This
increase could be associated with the RF radiation from the
coils, which initiates data transmission through the air along
with the body. Considering 33.2 mm MR coil worked the best
around its resonance frequency, the subsequent experiments in
this study were executed with 33.2 mm MR coil at 13.56 MHz
resonance frequency.

in this path [39]–[41]). For other locations in the body, the
effect of bone was less significant due to shorter travel path
through the body (i.e., arm, lower calf, chest to back, etc.).
Linear regression between those data points (excluding left
hand to right hand) yields a more linear (R2 = 0.91) fitting of
the regression line with an estimated 0.0547 dB/cm + 18.88
dB path loss.
D. Effect of transceiver alignment on human body

TABLE I
MR COIL SPECIFICATIONS (R ESONANCE FREQUENCY = 13.56 MH Z )
Parameter
1. Dimension
2. Inductance
3. Capacitance
4. Magnetic
flux density

Coil type - 1
Dia = 33.2 mm
N = 10 turns
9.27 µH
14.86 pF
0.962 ± 0.01
µT

Coil type - 2
Dia = 48 mm
N = 2 turns
950 nH
145 pF
0.224 ± 0.001
µT

Coil type - 3
L = 3.2 mm
W = 2.0 mm
15 nH
9.2 nF
0.074 ± 0.004
µT

C. MR path loss through human body
Fig. 6. (a) Experiment setup for angular misalignment of Tx -Rx in adjacent
location; (b) performance of angular misalignment in adjacent location on the
human body.

1) Angular position at adjacent distances: In theory, the
best transmission between the Tx and Rx coils occurs when
they are parallel to each other, but keeping them parallel in
intra or on-body scenarios is a challenge. For this, we placed
the receiver coil on the opposite side of the body locations (i.e.,
arm, waist, thigh, and calf) for 0° misalignment and on the
right angle side for 90° misalignment, as shown in Fig. 6(a).
The measured path loss comparing 0° and 90° misalignment
for each location is shown in Fig. 6(b). We observed that the
90° misalignment performed slightly worse in path loss for
most cases (except for the arm), but the differences were nearly
negligible; the difference in average path loss was less than
0.33 dB. Thus, we conclude that the angular misalignment of
Tx and Rx coils does not affect much, which makes the MR
coupling even more attractive for IBNet.

Fig. 5. (a) MR coil placement on human body for direct transmission
measurement; (b) Path loss in human body with MR coupling.

Next, the comprehensive MR coupling path loss over the
human body was studied. In these experiments, Tx and Rx
probes were placed parallel to each other at different parts
of the body as shown in Fig. 5(a) and connected to the VNA.
Fig. 5(b) shows the measured path loss over different distances
between the Tx and Rx coil pair from human subjects. The
path loss was measured through the hand, forearm, arm, lower
calf, calf, chest to back, thigh, belly, hips, shoulder to feet,
and left hand palm to right hand palm. As seen, the path
loss increased almost linearly with distance (R2 = 0.83). The
minimum path loss was measured through hand (18.05 ±
4.01 dB) for the minimum distance (3.08 ± 0.45 cm). The
maximum path loss was measured through the left hand to the
right hand (32.95 ± 1.14 dB) for maximum distance (140.57
± 8.22 cm). The path loss between left to right hand was
significantly higher than the path loss between shoulder to heel
(∼ 7.14 dB increase) although the distance was only increased
by a couple of centimeters on average. It may attribute to
the fact that the bone to tissue volume ratio between the left
hand to the right hand is generally much higher than that
of shoulder to heel. Although the magnetic permeability of
biological tissues is similar to the magnetic permeability in
free space [20], the permittivity (F/m), conductivity (S/m) are
significantly lower in bone compared to skin, fat, and muscle
tissue; thus the overall loss of the signal is shown to be higher

Fig. 7. (a) Experiment setup for angular misalignment of Tx -Rx in distant
location; (b) performance of angular misalignment in distant location on the
human body.

2) Angular position at remote distances: Next, we examined if angular misalignment at a longer distance still provides
a reasonable path loss. For this experiment, we attached the
transmitter coil on the shoulder of the volunteers and attached
the receiver coil at three different body locations (waist, thigh,
and calf) at approximately 90° misalignment as shown in
5

Fig. 7(a). The measured path loss was 20.81 ± 1.50 dB at
waist (distance = 39.74 ± 3.97 cm), 21.20 ± 1.94 dB at thigh
(distance = 73.43 ± 5.86 cm), and 22.80 ± 2.56 dB at calf
(distance = 106 ± 4.76 cm) as shown in Fig. 7(b). The results
are very close to the path loss measured at similar distances
when the Tx and Rx were aligned with each other (Fig. 5(b)).
It can be concluded that the misalignment does not matter
much even at longer distances.

in Fig. 9(a). A three-receiver system has seven independent
configurations where one or multiple receivers are activated at
a time. Since transmitted power is fixed, when the number of
the receiver increases, the transmitted power is shared, and the
power received by individual Rx probe is reduced compared to
the power they receive when working exclusively. The receiver
loss in terms of dBm is shown in Fig. 9(b) and summarized
in Table II.
Maximum -17.43 dBm receiver loss was observed at the
closest receiver Rx1 at 60 cm distance when it was working
independently and maximum -16.77 dBm combined receiver
loss was observed when Rx1 and Rx2 were simultaneously
active. It indicates that having multiple receivers may increase
the overall efficiency of the transmission by capturing more
electromagnetic fields at the area of placement. However, there
will be a limitation on how many receivers can be added
based on the receiver positions, gain, path loss, and transmitted
power. Additionally, advanced algorithms can be employed to
control the activity schedule of the receivers to increase the
overall efficiency of the transmission [42].

E. Path loss due to different postures

TABLE II
M ULTI RECEIVER POWER SHARING (PT x = 0 dBm, Fr = 13.56 M Hz)

Fig. 8. (a) Different postures; (b) corresponding transmission performance.

Active receiver(s)

We have also investigated if body movement will have any
adverse effect on effective path loss. For this experiment,
the transmitter MR coil was attached to the left arm of the
volunteers and the receiver MR coil was attached to the calf on
the same side. The volunteers were asked to maintain different
postures during the experiment as shown in Fig. 8(a). During
these postures, the skin and muscle around the arm and calf
contracted or expanded which had some minor effects on the
measured path loss. The path loss data were recorded and
shown in Fig. 8(b). The path loss due to different postures
had an average of 23.76 ± 0.21 dB, 95 % confidence interval
[CI], 23.92 - 23.59 dB showing the effect is minimal.

1. Rx1
2. Rx2
3. Rx3
4. Rx1
5. Rx2
6. Rx1
7. Rx1

PRx1
(dBm)
-17.43

PRx2
(dBm)

PRx3
(dBm)

-19.41
-19.41
+ Rx2
+ Rx3
+ Rx3
+ Rx2 + Rx3

-18.80
-18.27
-20.10

-21.03
-19.90
-22.63

-23.31
-24.12
-26.97

Total
(dBm)
-17.43
-19.41
-19.41
-16.77
-18.27
-17.27
-17.63

These experiments demonstrate that MR path loss through
the body is not only lower than other methods, but also rather
insensitive with respect to the coil orientations, body posture,
and movement. This makes MR quite an attractive technology
for IBNet use.

F. Multi-node receiver in magnetic resonance coupling
V. C ONCLUSION
Traditional means of intra-body communication (i.e., galvanic, capacitive, RF) for IBNet are affected by many factors
such as higher path loss due to tissue absorption, shadowing
effect, environmental variations, instability of the quality of
transmission, grounding issues, antenna size, etc. We have
demonstrated that the MR coupling is comparatively much
more robust and yet shows a lower path loss, and thus is better
suited for IBNet. We have also observed that the transmission
is not affected much by the angular position of the transmitter
or receiver coils, the movement or posture also did not show
any significant impact proving its viability for implantable
and wearable devices. Additionally, multi-receiver experiments
have shown that a multi-node sensor communication system
can also be created. Overall, the MR coupling method enables
conserving energy for long-term implants by enabling low
power communication at lower path loss in the human body.
Our evaluation, however, encountered several difficulties.
For example, it was quite difficult to obtain exactly the same
resonance frequency for both Tx and Rx coils due to slight
mismatches in the component values. Another issue was the

Fig. 9. (a) Three MR receivers placed on a body at different distances (Tx
on wrist and, Rx s on chest, waist, and calf); (b) receiver loss measured with
different number of receivers activated at the same time (PT x = 0 dBm).

To investigate how well signal (power/data) can be delivered
to multiple wearable devices, an experiment was performed
where we placed a single transmitter coil on the wrist and
multiple receiver coils on the chest, waist, and calf of the
volunteers. Corresponding average distance between the Tx
and Rx was about 60, 100, and 160 cm respectively as shown
6

effect of body impedance on the transmission signal, which
would require further study. In particular, it is also important
to understand the packet error rates in different parts of the
body and at different distances and what kind of encoding
schemes could reduce it. This work is currently underway and
will be reported in future papers.
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